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factors have a compact product 3 and the product of the remaining
factors is metrisable. 4
R E M A R K . In Theorem 4, the hypothesis that the factor spaces be
metric cannot be much weakened. This is shown by an example of
R. H. Sorgenfrey (see [4]), in which the product of a paracompact
(and thus fully normal) space with itself is not even normal.
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A theorem of Tychonoff ; see, for example, [5, p. 75] for a simple proof.
See, for example, [3, p. 88].

TRANSITIVITY AND EQUICONTINÜITY 1
W. H. GOTTSCHALK
Let X be a metric space with metric p and let G be a group of
homeomorphisms on X. If x £ X and g £ G , then xg denotes the image
of the point x under the transformation g. If # £ X and FQGt then
xF denotes \)g^FXg. G is said to be algebraically transitive provided
that xG = X for some x£.X (and therefore for every x^X). G is said
to be topologically transitive provided that (xG)* = X for some # £ X ,
where the star denotes the closure operator. G is said to be equicontinuous provided that to each € > 0 there corresponds ô > 0 such
that x, yG.X with p(x, y)<d implies p(xg, yg) <e (gGG).
With respect to the following lemma compare [4]. 2
LEMMA. If X is a complete separable metric space and also a multiplicative group, if the center of X is dense in X and if the function xy
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(x, y SX) is continuous in xfor each fixed y, then the f unction xy is
continuous simultaneously in x and y.
PROOF. We first show that xy is continuous in y for each fixed x.
Let XQSX and let {xn\ be a sequence of points in the center of X
such t h a t xn-*xo. Now y SX implies yxn = xny—>x0y. Hence the sequence {yx n } of continuous functions of y converges pointwise to the
function Xoy of y. Thus Xoy is of Baire class 1 and has at least one
point of continuity. (See [3, pp. 184, 189].) By right translation it
follows that Xoy is continuous in y for all values of y.
Since xy is continuous in x and y separately, xy is of Baire class 1
in (xf y). (See [3, p. 180].) Hence xy has at least one point (x, y) of
continuity and by left and right translations we see that xy is continuous in (xf y) for all values of (#, y).
T H E O R E M . If X is a compact metric space} if G is a topologically
transitive abelian group of homeomorphisms on X and if H is the group
of all homeomorphisms on X which commute with every element of G,
then the following statements are pair wise equivalent'. (1) H is algebraically transitive) (2) H is equicontinuous; (3) G is equicontinuous.
PROOF. Assume H is algebraically transitive. There exists
eSX
such that (eG)* = X. If xSXy hSH and eh = ey then there exists a
sequence {gn} in G such that egn—*x whence egn = ehgn:=egnh-^xh and
xh = x. We conclude that for x £ J there exists exactly one element
of H y denoted hXf such that ehx = x. Define a product in X as follows:
If Xy y SX y then xy~ehxhy. It is readily verified that X is a group
such that every element of eG commutes with every element of X,
eG is dense in X and the function xy is continuous in x for each fixed y.
By the lemma, xy is continuous on XXX. Since XXX is compact,
xy is uniformly continuous on XXX.
It follows that to each € > 0
there corresponds S > 0 such that xt y SX with p(#, ;y)<8 implies
p(xz ,yz) <€ (zSX). This statement is just the statement of the equicontinuity of H. Thus we have shown that (1) implies (2).
Obviously (2) implies (3).
Assume G is equicontinuous. Let C denote the space of all continuous transformations of X into X supplied with the usual metric.
Since Cis complete and G is totally bounded (see [l]), G* in Cis compact. Choose eSX so that (eG)* = X. Let xSX and let lgn} be a
sequence in G for which egn—*x. Select a subsequence {gni} of {gn}
so that gni-*hSG* and gu^hSG*.
Now y SX implies
y-lygn^1
-*(yh)ho and y~yhho. Similarly y~yhoh(ySX).
Hence h is a homeomorphism of X onto X. Since also hg*=gh(gSG)y we conclude that
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hÇiH. Furthermore eh — x. Thus eH~X and fiTis algebraically transitive. The proof is completed.
The following corollary solves a problem proposed by Hedlund
[2, bottom p. 617].
COROLLARY. Let a flow be defined on a compact metric space X so that
X is a minimal orbit-do sure. Then the flow is equicontinuous if and only
if for every pair of points of X there exists an orbit-preserving homeomorphism on X transforming one of these points into the other.

The above corollary permits a rephrasing of a conjecture of G. D.
Birkhoff [5, problems 2 and 3 ] , namely: If a continuous flow on an
^-dimensional manifold is pointwise almost periodic, then the flow is
almost periodic (equicontinuous) on each orbit-closure. (See [ l ] for
terms used.)
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